Under the Sea Night
Dinner Shopping List:
fish (any kind including fish sticks)
Oranges
Gummy worms
Biscuits
gelatin
fish crackers
chocolate mints
Blue sport drink
Colored paper/cardstock

Craft Supply List:
Water bottle
Scissors
Glue
Tissue paper
Wiggle eyes (optional)
Hot glue

Dinner: Fish Food

Fish sticks/salmon/fish of choice – cook according to box directions or broil fish for 5-8 minutes until
done all the way through. Serve with fish crackers, coral rocks, orange octopi and blue sport drink.

Dinner Activity: Orange Octopi & Coral Rocks

Insert end of 8 toothpicks halfway into gummy worms. Insert other end of toothpick into orange. Insert
2 toothpicks into orange in the area for the eyes. Push in almost all the way. Gently stick one chocolate
mint onto each toothpick for the eyes.
Break 1 egg and separate yolk & whites. Discard yolk. Separate whites into 2-3 bowls and add water.
Mix. Drop a few drops of food coloring into each bowl. Use pastry or clean paint brush to color biscuits
on top. This will make them colorful like coral. Bake according to directions.

Dessert: Gelatin jelly fish
Use your favorite gelatin and mix with just over half of the amount of water recommended. Pour into a
deep sided dish and refrigerate according to directions. Cut with cookie cutters in the shape of fish.

Craft: Water bottle fish

Remove cap from a standard water bottle. Pinch bottle halfway or more towards the bottom and twist
with hands going in the opposite direction. Place a small bead of hot glue around the inside edge of the
cap and then secure cap to bottle while twisting bottle. This will keep the bottle in the scrunched
position. Brush glue onto the outside of the bottle and stick on tissue paper. Hot glue wiggle eyes near
the bottle cap. Cut fins out of cardstock or paper and glue to bottle.

Activity: Watch a Movie
Ex. Finding Nemo, The Little Mermaid, Big Fish

